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Introduction 

This report contains an analysis of MERBoard use primarily during the nominal and 

extended Mars Exploration Rover missions.  It incorporates data based on open-ended 

interviews and conversations with 14 mission scientists and engineers on the Spirit and 

Opportunity, as well as seven researchers and designers involved in the development of 

the MERBoard itself.  Conceived largely as an interactive, sharable vertical work surface, 

the majority of the applications and functionalities developed for the MERBoard, such as 

MERSpace access, SolTree, and the digital whiteboard were designed to support 

synchronous collaborative activity.  In retrospect, the general perception of MERBoard 

by both the users of the system and designers who observed the system in use was that 

MERBoard was an underemployed tool that was not used to its full potential.  It may, 

however, that this perception is in part because MERBoard was perceived as an 

interactive tool that was not frequently used for explicit interaction.   

Discussions with users of the MERBoard, however, reveal that some of the 

primary value of the MERBoard may have been for passive or non-interactive display of 

items.  Images, data products, and schedule information displayed ambiently on the 

MERBoards provided value to workgroup members resident in the space by serving as 

persistent sources of awareness information that required minimal effort to access.  Even 

tools designed primarily for explicit interactivity and synchronous collaboration, such as 

SolTree and the whiteboard, were appropriated and valued for ambient and passive 

display purposes.  While MERBoard may have been underutilized as well as a passive 

display tool, an evaluation of the more frequently-used tools available in the system 

demonstrates its potential as a low-effort communal source of information that extends 

beyond the active uses towards which its design is geared.      



The SolTree Tool 

The SolTree Tool provided by MERBoard for the purposes of visualizing potential Rover 

activities on a Sol-by-Sol basis in a tree format is frequently mentioned by MERBoard 

designers and MER Scientists as the most utilized tool available on the MERBoard.  

Used regularly during approximately the first 70 Sols of the MER missions for planning 

activities primarily by the Long Term Planning (LTP) theme group, SolTree can be 

considered the closest to a “killer app” provided by MERBoard; during this time it was 

engrained in daily, routine work activity in a fashion that most other MERBoard 

functionalities were not. 

SolTree as an Authoring Tool 

In investigating the adoption of this particular tool, designers and users of the MERBoard 

often attributed the success of SolTree to the fact that it offered a good way of 

accomplishing a necessary task that no other tools supported. SolTree allowed scientists 

to work collaboratively and synchronously in planning activities, and provided the 

necessary building blocks for the tree representations.  The fact that the tool was 

available on the MERBoard and enabled multiple scientists to participate in the 

discussion and view the product as it evolved.   

Descriptions of the actual SolTree authoring process vary between Long Term 

Planning scientists; each conducted the planning activity slightly differently. LTP leads 

generally described the process of SolTree planning in the MERBoard as involving a 

small group of collaborators.  An LTP lead for Spirit described the process as involving 

between a half-dozen and dozen people, while an LTP lead for Opportunity described it 

as involving as “no more than four, most often two or three.” Another who started on the 

Spirit mission and then switched to Opportunity described the group as being between 

four and six people. It is also clear from their reports that the number of people involved 

in most collaborative activities, including SolTree planning decreased during the course 

of the mission.  Most LTP scientists agreed that the MERBoard’s physical size was well-

suited to the size of the groups involved in these activities.   

The actual authoring process varied between instances; in some cases, a single 

person would author a draft of using SolTree, and then collect other planning scientists 

around the MERBoard for feedback and editing.  In other cases, the group would convene 



around the board, either sitting or standing, while a single person “drove” the display, 

building the tree based on input from the group.  In all cases, although it seems that the 

MERBoard supported group interaction for the purposes of SolTree planning and often 

yielded a data product resulting from multiple people’s input, it does not seem as though 

the system necessarily encouraged multiple users physically interacting with the display.  

Given that SolTree offers a fairly structured visualization and interaction, unlike the more 

free-form whiteboad functionality also provided by MERBoard, it would seem that the 

two general types of tree building methods could be accomplished easily and more 

efficiently with a single person in charge of interacting with the display.  It may be the 

case for SolTree that the primary value of the large display surface was for group 

visibility as opposed to “side-by-side” or multi-user interaction.     

Although SolTree was used on a daily or almost-daily basis during the initial 

months of the mission, a small minority of users believed that the design had some 

shortcomings as an authoring tool.  One person who served as an LTP lead and member 

of the Geology theme group was particularly critical, stating that SolTree required “major 

effort to use, but [wasn’t] very good” because it prescribed very specific, structured 

interactions and lacked flexibility.  The user believed that SolTrees failed to capture the 

subtleties of Sol planning by forcing users to represent “multidimensional problems” 

using linear substructures.  Additionally, the choices available in SolTrees were “too 

simple” and “too structured”; he perceived a mismatch between the information he 

wanted to convey in a SolTree and the actual menu options he had available.  The fact 

that he felt unable to provide the detail that he wanted to led him to feel as though he 

needed to “retrain [himself] every time” he used the tool.  He also felt that that it was 

difficult to interpret SolTrees created by others because subtleties were not sufficiently 

conveyed.  This user and one other LTP scientist described the use of SolTree as “almost 

mandated” by primary LTP leads and LTP documentarians and that the primary benefit 

of using it was that the artifact it could be continuously updated by each day’s planners. 

The other LTP scientist also expressed dissatisfaction with the tool, and a belief that users 

generally found the tool insufficient, stating that SolTree’s shortcomings were “annoying 

enough that they weren’t worth the effort… a lot of people believed that for a long time.”  

He suggested that the reason that SolTree was so heavily used in the early months of the 



mission was because it “just marginally passed the test for being better than the other way 

of doing it.” A third scientist who attempted to use the tool somewhat later in the mission 

also criticized the lack of flexibility in SolTree creation, stating that he wanted to be able 

to add structures easily to a tree, rather than having to navigate through menus to specify 

a type of box, etc.  He too found that menus did not seem to correspond to his needs and 

would give up and use PowerPoint instead. 

The frustration that these users expressed in regard to SolTree as an authoring tool 

were in contrast to most of the other LTP scientists who appreciated SolTree’s ability to 

keep track of all of the possible branches and options, especially in the earlier portion of 

the mission.  One scientist spoke of the value of SolTree describing it as “extremely 

useful” for the purposes of creating a “coherent plan.”  Others praised the fact that 

SolTree imposed a structure on brainstorming options, that SolTree required planners to 

think down each linear path and consider and notate all of the possibilities.  One 

supporter of the tool said that it “forced explicit logic” and required the scientists to 

consider all possible ramifications.  Another scientist emphasized the importance of the 

tool soon after the rovers landed because the tool “offered scaffolding” for a process that 

was not yet proceduralized.      

SolTree for Awareness and Continuity 

Though the general perception of the SolTree tool among scientists is that it was provided 

as a way to interactively author plans for Rover activities, their descriptions of use 

illustrate an even potential broader value to the tool, especially in the early months of the 

missions. In addition to serving as the means through which plans were created, the 

persistence and visibility of SolTrees on MERBoard made them useful for other 

purposes, both formal and informal.  

The persistence of content on MERBoard made the SolTree tool valuable for the 

purposes of community awareness.  One LTP scientist who worked mostly on the 

Opportunity mission said that SolTrees were often left open on the LTP theme group’s 

MERBoard even after the planners had completed their planning for the day, simply as a 

way of remaining aware of the planned activities and options, and also as an informal 

way of communicating the plan to others in the space and making that information 

available. One LTP scientist described leaving these artifacts up as a service to others so 



that they would “absorb it.”  The SolTrees were often left visible until someone needed to 

appropriate the display for another purpose.  

The persistence of the artifact also served to create continuity from day-to-day 

between the various LTP leads.  The SolTrees were not only the a data product, they were 

input for the following day’s planning, and a way of getting an incoming LTP lead up to 

speed on the previous day’s plans.  SolTree authoring was sometimes described as an 

“evolution”, with a existing tree repeatedly being added to or pruned based on new data.      

SolTree and MERBoard for Presentation and Meeting Support 

 Scientists attempted to incorporate SolTrees on MERBoard into meeting and 

presentations such as the SOWG and End-of-Sol meetings.  Multiple methods were tried 

for accomplishing this:  

• Scientists used the “slaving” feature of the MERboards, broadcasting the content of 

the MERBoard used for planning to the MERBoard in the front of the room for 

displaying, or possibly to multiple other boards in the space  

• A scientist would capture the SolTree on MERBoard, email it to himself, and then 

paste it as an image into a PowerPoint presentation 

• A scientist would create a simplified version of the SolTree freehand using 

PowerPoint, using the SolTree on MERBoard as the model 

The use of the “slaving” feature to display the tree directly off of the MERBoard was by 

far the least used; it was described as a “last resort” option in the event that scientists did 

not have time to incorporate the tree into a PowerPoint presentation. This seems 

unintuitive to some extent because using the MERBoard itself as the display surface 

would require the least additional interaction on the part of the scientists.  However, the 

size of the MERBoard made it less amenable for display to these larger meetings.  Simply 

displaying the SolTree on a MERBoard in the front of the room was insufficiently 

visible. One scientist who had been involved in both the science activities of the missions 

as well as the design of the science assessment rooms described an unusual workaround 

that she had observed; early in the missions, scientists would actually employ binoculars 

in attempt to view MERBoard content during meetings from their desks. The alternative 

of broadcasting the image to multiple MERBoards in the environment was described as 



problematic as well because although meeting participants were more likely to be able to 

view the content, it also meant that meeting participants were looking in various 

directions at once.  Additionally, because receiving broadcasted content on a MERBoard 

required that someone at the slave board choose to accept the content, there was 

additional interactional overhead. 

The two other options for displaying SolTrees using PowerPoint further illustrate 

the interesting tension between SolTree/MERBoard as an authoring tool and 

SolTree/MERboard as a display tool.  An LTP lead stated that early in the mission, use 

seemed to be split 50-50 between these two methods of displaying SolTrees at SOWG 

meetings.  Given that the scientist could incorporate a lossless SolTree into a presentation 

simply by capturing, emailing, and inserting the image, it seems somewhat unintuitive 

that he would choose to recreate it freehand in PowerPoint, in a simplified form that did 

not contain on the detail included in the MERBoard version.  Many scientists, however, 

expressed dissatisfaction with the SolTree representation for the purposes of presenting.  

Several aspects of the visualization, including the small text size and level of detail were 

deemed inappropriate or suboptimal for presentation to a group.  Aspects of the tool that 

were advantageous to the planners during the actual construction of the tree, such as the 

ability to keep track of all branching possibilities, yielded a tree that contained more 

information than necessary for the purposes of presentation.  Additionally, the SolTree 

tool mandated a high level of specificity when specifying the plans, especially valuable 

information to have for the LTP lead during planning.  This high level detail served to 

clutter the visualization during presentation to the larger group, leading one planner to 

describe the presentation process as “[the person] presenting would just read the trees and 

everyone else would take his word for it” because the viewers could not actually read 

them themselves.   

This use of the SolTrees reveals some of the interesting workarounds and additional 

steps that scientists employed in attempt to incorporate these valuable plans into 

presentations.  The value of SolTree and its products clearly has a broad extent within the 

mission activities and the success of SolTree as an authoring tool points to the desirability 

not only of the data product, but of the collaborative creation process that it supports.  

The difficulties encounted by the scientists in using SolTrees for display suggest that 



scientists require more flexibility to use the data product outside of the planning process 

and context of the MERBoard. Scientists’ workarounds for the purposes of presentation 

suggest that SolTree and MERBoard would offer additional flexibility and value if: 

• MERBoard content could be easily migrated onto a larger projected surface for 

display to large groups 

• SolTree offered multiple modes of visualization, perhaps with some automatically  

generated from the authored trees, with varied or customizable levels of information 

detail to support easy and appropriate display or fluid incorporation into external 

documents and presentations  

The Migration from SolTree to PowerPoint 

As the mission progressed, the collaborative use of SolTree on the MERboard decreased, 

eventually giving way to other methods of Sol planning and plan representation, most 

notably the use of PowerPoint. 

The primary change that both designers and users of MERBoard cite as leading 

the SolTree’s disuse is the change in the natural of the tactical plans for the rovers.  

Nearly all of the LTP scientists for both missions mentioned a change from a tree-type 

plan with multiple options and possibilies to a more linear plan focused around individual 

longer-term goals.  Later in the mission when rover activity might entail several 

continuous days of driving, the branching capabilities of SolTree and structured 

information input were less useful in planning and did not warrant the overhead 

necessary to use the MERBoard for this activity.  The migration from plans represented 

as SolTrees to what some scientists referred to as “SolPaths” contributed to the decline in 

MERBoard use, as the SolTree tool simply provided more functionality than necessary.  

Scientists were planning in 5-10 Sol “campaigns” rather than individual Sols and their 

increased experience by this time allowed them to do this, yielding more efficient 

planning.  

An additional change after the initial ~70 Sols was the change in collaborative 

practices.  Whereas earlier in the mission, procedures for activities such as planning were 

still being established, after the initial months, much of the scientists’ daily activities 

were highly routinized, changing the nature of the collaborative practices necessary to 



carry them out.  Additionally, team members became more distributed, lessening the 

value of the group-visible screen.  In addition to scientists returning to their home 

institutions, many of the scientists who were resident at JPL began to work less in the 

Science Assessment Rooms and more in their own offices.  As Sol planning grew simpler 

and fewer branches needed to be explored, less collaboration was necessary for 

generating plans.  One user described SolTree as a tool that was most effective for a 

small sized group, but stated that the effectiveness of the tool for a single person was 

much less; planning was “just as fast on a piece of paper.”  As the initial planning of a 

tree or a path became a single person job, the SolTree tool simply proved to be 

cumbersome.  One scientist switched to creating text-based plans on his personal 

machine, stating that using the MERBoard meant that he could not input plans nearly as 

fast as he could conceptualize them; using text he would simply list Sols and list options, 

generating a plan two or three times faster than he could using the SolTree tool.    

After team members ceased to use the tool for planning, trees and paths were 

generated primarily using PowerPoint or plain text.  PowerPoint was especially praised 

for the purposes of creating the simpler plans because users had complete flexibility over 

the structures, using boxes to represent branches and bullet points to add details.  Because 

so many of their important documents were created and exchanged in PowerPoint format, 

the creation of Sol plans in PowerPoint made for particularly seamless integration of data. 

One scientist suggested that the migration to PowerPoint ought to have occurred earlier 

as the activity plans became less complex; he stated that he believed the primary benefit 

of the SolTree tool was for indicating multiple future options, but that as plans became 

simpler, the process of creating trees on MERBoard, saving them as JPGs, mailing them 

to oneself, and then manipulating the images to get them into PowerPoint was overly 

time consuming:  “It took months, but it became clear that we were more efficient 

without it.”   

SolTree and the “Forgetting” Curve 

Users generally praised the SolTree tool for the way it supported the tree authoring 

process early in the mission; similarly, users praised the flexibility and autonomy 

afforded by PowerPoint for path creation in the later stages of the mission.  This suggests 

that SolTree was most effective for supporting a the more highly collaborative and less-



proceduralized planning activities that occurred early in the mission.  Nevertheless, a few 

scientists described attempts to use the SolTree tool on MERBoard after it had fallen out 

of primary use, suggesting that even in later stages, planning might not always have been 

a linear process that could be accomplished by a single person.  One LTP scientist who 

had used the SolTree tool heavily during the nominal mission described attempting to use 

it again at some point during the extended mission, only to find that he did not remember 

how to use it.  He described the tool as having a “steep learning curve.”  Another scientist 

who joined LTP later in mission when planning was being done primarily on laptops with 

text or PowerPoint described using the freeform whiteboard capabilities of MERBoard to 

sketch out plans until he “discovered” the SolTree tool.  Interestingly, he stated that by 

the time he discovered the tool, it was “too late” to use it; planners had become 

accustomed to other formats for activity plans.    

Whiteboard and Image Display on MERBoard 

The whiteboard capabilities, including the ability to display an image were not used 

nearly to the extent as the SolTree tool, and scientists expressed a varied set of 

perceptions regarding the value of these functionalities. Early discussions with designers 

of the MERBoard seemed to suggest that designers were disappointed with the uptake of 

the MERBoard as a whiteboard tool, and that few documents were created.  Discussions 

with several of the scientists suggest, however, that while interaction with the whiteboard 

may not have been heavy, there was a relatively strong perception that the tool was 

valuable to work processes.   

One member of the LTP team for the Opportunity rover stated that he believed the 

whiteboard surface that MERBoard provided was “imperative” to his work activities, 

especially during the period when the LTP team was transitioning from planning on a 

Sol-by-Sol basis to multi-Sol plans.  Interestingly, unlike the actual SolTree tool itself, it 

seems that the use of the whiteboard for planning purposes was of value almost solely for 

the creation process, and not for awareness or presentation.  This scientist said that while 

he used the whiteboard frequently for this task and others, people rarely chose to capture 

the artifacts that they produced, preferring instead to transcribe them into PowerPoint 

after the collaboration was finished.  It seems possible then that part of the reason the 

whiteboard was perceived by some as not valuable was because the products created on it 



were highly transient.  The aforementioned comments by another LTP scientist 

describing his use of the whiteboard as a way of sketching plans indicate that multiple 

scientists may have seen the whiteboard tool as a way of taking advantage of the 

collaborative benefits of the MERBoard display while offering more flexibility and 

lower-overhead interaction for Sol planning than the SolTree tool.       

Most of the other scientists interviewed stated that they did not see the whiteboard 

in use much, nor did they use it much themselves for the purposes of sketching or 

annotating images during the mission.  There is, however, a noticeable difference in the 

perception of its value between the Spirit and Opportunity science teams.  While most 

scientists do not claim to have interacted much with the whiteboard, many of the 

scientists on the Spirit team were very positive and enthusiastic towards it because at 

least one team member frequently used it to display images taken from orbiters, maps, 

and panorama cameras, with graphical overlays or line drawings that he had created 

and/or annotated, which they found to be both interesting and valuable.  While it seems to 

be the case that there was one primary user who authored the images and put them into 

the MERspace for initial display, other Spirit team members describe using the 

MERBoard to retrieve these images some time later, pulling them up and discussing them 

collaboratively.  Like the previously mentioned transient document creation on the 

whiteboard, this illustrates an interesting difference in perception of use. Even though 

they were using the MERspace documents and display for collaboration, scientists may 

have the perception that they were not making use of this functionality because they were 

not actually authoring and saving images on the whiteboard.  Despite the fact that it was 

primarily only one user who was actually adding new content for passive display on the 

MERBoard, this use of the tool was enthusiastically received by others in the work 

environment, and thus contributed to the perception of the display’s value and the overall 

awareness of the workgroup.  Although several of the scientists “championed” the 

display, and actively tried to employ it in collaborative activities because they perceived 

it as having potential, this scientist was the one most frequently cited by others as making 

the MERBoard a valuable tool. 

Spirit’s Information Altruist and MERBoard’s Support for Information Altruism 



The scientist who frequently posted images to the board had particularly 

interesting comments regarding his use of the MERBoard.  In particular, he pointed to the 

flexibility and visibility that MERBoard offered for passive image display.  While many 

other scientists praised projectors for the purpose of sharing images with the workgroup 

because the effort required to put an image on a projected surface was less than that 

required to post it to a MERBoard, this scientist preferred the MERBoard because it did 

not require the appropriation of his laptop.  Throughout the course of the interviews, 

many scientists pointed out the fact that their work processes were laptop-centric, that it 

was important to be able to work on documents on their laptops, share materials off of 

their laptops, and put desired content on their laptops.  The interactional overhead 

necessary to migrate content on and off of the MERBoard from people’s personal 

machines was frequently cited as a hindrance to their own MERBoard use.  This 

scientist’s use of the MERBoard, as well as the persistent display of SolTrees, reflects a 

less frequent but potentially valuable perspective regarding content.  It suggests that 

certain types of content may be of more value to the work community when “released” 

rather than owned, and that MERBoard, unlike projection off of a laptop can support this 

type of information display.  This user appreciated the flexibility of MERBoard for 

giving images to the community specifically because it didn’t tie up his personal 

machine, and he did not have to deal with connecting cables or otherwise making the 

display dependent on his laptop.  In fact, he described MERBoard as a “giant laptop” that 

he could appropriate as necessary.  Although there are not many other instances of 

images and documents being “released” onto the MERBoard, this scientist’s use of it, and 

its use for passive SolTree display suggest that the community finds value in information 

being posted as such; their personal dependence on laptops may also suggest that there 

may be further uses for sharing images without having the display monopolize their 

laptops.  It seems that a more simple and fluid mechanism for releasing information from 

personal machines to the MERBoard may hold potential for encouraging passive 

information display activities that scientists clearly found valuable as viewers.   

     Despite the fact that this scientist appreciated that MERBoard allowed him to 

display content that he had authored without requiring that his laptop be physically or 

virtually tethered, he did not actually utilize the whiteboard’s authoring functionality to 



create or annotate images.  In keeping with the work community’s tendency to author 

digital artifacts on their own machines, this scientist used his own familiar tools on his 

laptop to generate the images.  He then put them into his directory on MERSpace, and 

pulled the images up on the MERBoard.  Again, this suggests that while the MERBoard 

might not have been used as interactively as expected, it still provided significant value 

as a display surface.   

This scientist described many other benefits for using the MERBoard over other 

methods of image display and information sharing.  He felt that the visibility of the 

MERBoard naturally drew people’s attention, as opposed to hanging an 8.5” x 11” 

printout on the wall.  The dynamic nature of the board and its large format made it “easy 

to notice changes”, thus making it obvious when new material was present.  He referred 

to this type of information sharing as being an “asynchronous collaboration”, for him it 

was a way of showing others what he was thinking, keeping others informed of his 

activities, prompting others to have new ideas, and also a way of letting his images and 

ideas “enter the public consciousness” with no effort on anyone else’s part.  He saw 

MERBoard as an “easily changed posterboard” through which he could convey his ideas 

and be guaranteed that people would give them attention.  Although actual paper 

printouts of terrain data were used during the mission, the process for obtaining a printout 

was not well-known.  According to this scientist and others, the printer was available 

primarily to the Opportunity team, and only available to a few people who had 

permission to use it.  Additionally, the printer was only accessible on Windows machines, 

and many of the scientists working on the team used Macintosh machines.  This scientist 

found the use of the MERBoard to be “easier and cheaper” than printing, and the 

MERBoard provided a flexible, dynamic, and attention-attracting medium for the images.  

In fact, one other scientist made reference to a printed false color thermal image of the 

Columbia Hills at Spirit’s landing site on Mars, which was apparently heavily used 

during the first ~60 Sols.  He said that this paper image was eventually “superceded” by 

the annotated maps that the Geology scientist had put on the MERBoard.    

This scientist primarily used the Geology theme group’s MERBoard, the main 

SOWG board in the front of the room, and sometimes the LTP board to display his 

images.  He found it difficult to broadcast content from one board to another because the 



broadcast functionality required that someone at the recipient board explicitly accept the 

broadcasted content.  Considering the non-urgent nature of the material that he was 

broadcasting, he felt that people were not generally amenable to having to having to get 

up from their current tasks to interact with the board to receive the images.  Additionally, 

he felt that given the busy and often hectic atmosphere in the work environment, people 

were often too engrossed in their own tasks to notice when an attempt had been made to 

broadcast information to the board.  This perception again points to a potential mismatch 

between the functionality of the board and one of the actual uses of the board.  From 

scientists’ reactions to the images posted on the MERBoard, we can conclude that much 

of the Science team appreciated the use of the display as a source of non-urgent, passive 

information that required no effort on their part.  However, a successful broadcast of that 

information required at least some distraction and interaction for the material to be 

received; thus breaking the paradigm of ambient and completely effortless information 

viewing, one of the main reasons that this scientist chose MERBoard as his way of 

sharing information.                

Transitioning from Passive Information Display to Active Use 

The passively displayed images were appreciated by members of the workgroup, often 

staying up and attracting sporadic attention for days at a time, according to many of them.  

Although the images were admired and drew interest, scientists stated that there was no 

conflict or awkwardness about appropriating a MERBoard on which an image was 

currently being displayed.  The author of the images himself said that it seemed that 

people understood that the images were “like screensavers” – non-urgent and displayed 

as objects of interest, and that it was thus acceptable to hide the image using the tabbing 

functionality in order to use the board for other purposes.  There was a “sense that it was 

public space” and that anything left there was “fair game,” as opposed to owned content.  

People seemingly had no problem appropriating a MERBoard for pulling up a web page 

or using the SolTree tool when an image was being displayed on it; interactive use 

seemed to take priority over the passive display of interesting but non-task-critical 

content.    [[FIDO?]] 

The CIP Clock 



All of the science team members stated that the single most dominant use of any of the 

MERBoards was for displaying the CIP clock that showed Mars time on each of the 

rovers as well as Earth time.  Although this use of the MERBoard seems to be regarded 

as a waste of the system by both the scientists and designers and is frequently described 

as information that would not have had to have been on the MERBoard to be useful, it 

was unquestionably valuable to the scientists and does point to the effectiveness of the 

display as a source of ambient information, and gives us clues as to the social practices 

that group members employ to manage a shared display tool.       

 While scientists generally described the CIP clock as extremely useful, many of 

them felt the need to “admit” this appreciation of the clock, as they were aware that their 

most frequent use of the MERBoard was not that which took the fullest technological 

advantage of a sophisticated and expensive system.  Simply put, the use of the CIP clock 

on the MERBoard made scientists’ jobs easier because it put crucial information on a 

highly visible surface and was usually persistently available.  When asked about the 

potential value of having that information even closer at hand, such as on their desktop 

machines, scientists expressed a preference for keeping the information elsewhere in the 

environment; clocks on their personal machines would take up valuable personal 

workspace and would be likely to get covered up.   

 The use of the CIP clock increased gradually over time, perhaps in 

correspondence with the decreasing use of the MERBoard and the decreased need for 

freeform collaboration as tasks became increasingly proceduralized.  One scientist 

described the phenomenon as: “When people stopped using the MERBoard, the clock 

became a useful thing to have up.”  This statement suggests that it may not have been the 

case that the clock was perceived a crucial functionality of the MERBoard, but rather that 

as the other functionalities of MERBoard ceased to be valuable in everyday work 

activities, the clock was useful default content for the tool.   

 This scientist’s statement is in conflict with another perspective expressed by 

some of the other scientists.  Another scientist suggested that people might have wanted 

to use the MERBoard, but that people were hesitant to appropriate the board for fear of 

depriving other group members of the clock.  The Geology scientist who frequently 

posted images to the display believed that people were considerably more hesitant to hide 



the clock to interact with the MERBoard than they were to hide the images that he had 

displayed; once the clock was on the MERBoard, people were less likely to use it than if 

it had one of his images displayed on it.  This suggests then that scientists may have 

perceived the clock as being crucial to others’ work and that they were hesitant to interact 

with the display for their own benefit if it meant inconveniencing the group at large.  It 

also suggests a difference between how they perceived the images and the clock; images 

were treated as interesting but non-urgent and non-task-critical, whereas the clock was 

not. 

 The CIP clock was the primary use of the MERBoards for most of the theme 

groups in the science assessment rooms, though it was noted by some that the LTP 

groups tended to have the clock up less on account of their heavy use of SolTree and the 

passive display of SolTree products.  It was also noted that the Geology theme group on 

the Spirit mission made less use of the clock as well because it was frequently used for 

passive image display.   

 It seems fairly clear that the CIP clock was a valuable piece of information to 

have in the environment, but it also seems to be the case that many of the scientists were 

sorry that it was the primary use of the MERBoard.  Additionally, while the visibility and 

persistence afforded by MERBoard was beneficial for the clock, it is not apparent that the 

clock needed to be on the MERBoard.  As designers of MERBoard and several scientists 

suggested, MERBoard may have seen additional use later in the mission had the clock 

been available elsewhere in the work environment.  Other scientists suggested that the 

clock gained dominance simply because the other tools available on the MERBoard 

ceased to be of value as the mission progressed.  If this is the case, it may therefore be 

worthwhile to consider other types of passive content for which the board could be used 

to maintain its perception of value even when it is not being used interactively. 

 

CIP and Other Schedules 

MERBoard as an Outlet for CIP Schedules 

The other primary use of the MERBoard frequently mentioned by mission scientists and 

engineers was for the passive display of schedule information.  On some of the 



MERBoards in the science assessment area, and particularly those in the LTP groups, the 

MERBoard was used for schedule display nearly as much as it was used for clock 

display.  An individual’s CIP schedule would be pulled up onto the group’s MERBoard 

and then displayed ambiently throughout the day for the entire group’s use.  These 

schedules were valuable because they kept group members aware of important events 

such as satellite passes and meeting times with very little effort required on the part of the 

users.  Interestingly, although this use of the MERBoard was as passive as the display of 

the CIP clock, the general attitude towards the display of the CIP schedule was somewhat 

more positive.  Scientists seemed to be of the impression that this use of the MERBoard 

took better advantage of the tool, perhaps because of the group awareness aspect of the 

schedule display.  The schedule information was more inherently group relevant, and 

therefore may have been perceived as supporting collaboration or coordination to a 

greater extent than the CIP clock, and therefore more in keeping with the original intent 

of the shared display.   

MERBoard as the Authoring and Display Surface for Sequencing MSA Schedules 

 The posting of schedules was the primary use of the MERBoard in the 

Sequencing MSAs.  Because of the tactical nature of the sequencing activities, work that 

took place in the sequencing area was highly collocated and required tight time 

coordination, which made awareness of the schedules crucial.  Unlike the science teams, 

the sequencing engineers did not use the CIP schedules.  Instead, the tactical uplink lead 

used text on the whiteboard tool of MERBoard to type schedules directly onto the 

MERBoard, including times, events, and primary milestones, including the activity plan 

approval, master and submaster sequence walkthroughs, and command approval meeting 

times.  Unlike the CIP schedules in the science assessment rooms, the schedules in the 

sequencing MSA were authored directly on the MERBoard, rather than uploaded or 

pulled up from another source.  New schedules were generated daily, either created from 

scratch or modified from the previous day’s schedule.  Additionally, the schedules were 

modified as necessary throughout the day by the tactical uplink lead in the event that a 

particular activity “slipped.”     

 The visibility of the MERBoard was extremely important for the display of the 

sequencing schedules not only because it provided the shared awareness, but also because 



the schedule did not reside elsewhere, either physically or virtually.  The tactical uplink 

lead emphasized this point by saying that the version of the schedule on the MERBoard 

served as the “official memory of the activity.”  If anything needed to change, he would 

announce it verbally and make the change official by editing the text schedule the 

MERBoard; thus the MERBoard was the only persistent source of schedule information 

for this team.    

 The flexibility and low overhead of using this tool was what made it successful 

for schedule authoring, editing, and display.  The tactical uplink lead admitted that the 

reason he chose to use the whiteboard for this purpose was because he had never 

bothered to figure out how to do schedule management on CIP.  He was under the 

impression that he was in some way “supposed to” know how to use CIP, but felt that 

MERBoard was sufficient for the task, and that using the CIP portal to access and author 

schedules would have required too many steps and would have entailed too much 

learning overhead.  He expressed the belief that many of the other people involved in the 

mission had not bothered to learn to use CIP simply because they were too busy to learn 

how to use a tool if it was not crucial or if there was workaround that was easier or more 

obvious.  This participant stated that he could not afford to spend “8 hours learning how 

to do a task” and that the learning time for any given application could not be more than 

15-20 minutes, or “8th grade reading level simple.”  The familiar and easily accessible 

functionality available on the MERBoard for text entry and display made it the fitting 

choice for this task.   

 In keeping with the flexible and ad-hoc nature of the sequencing schedule 

maintenance, this team did not use any of the additional functionality available on the 

MERBoard for this task.  For example, the schedule was always authored and edited in 

text; the freeform drawing tools were never used for creating or annotating the schedules.  

Additionally, despite the “official” aspect of the schedules displayed on the MERBoard, 

the schedules were never saved.  Instead, they were left open on the display and modified 

or replaced daily.  When asked about this, the tactical uplink lead thought that it might 

have been a good idea to keep some record of past activities since the schedules were a 

fairly accurate reflection of how the activities actually occurred, but also pointed out that 

there had not been an actual need to revisit previous days’ schedules thus far. 



MERSpace User Directory 

Although only mentioned explicitly by one scientist who worked on both the Spirit and 

Opportunity missions, the MERBoard Directory as a community awareness tool presents 

an unexpected and interesting potential use for the system.  Although not originally 

intended for this purpose, one scientist used the photo icons in the MERSpace as a way of 

matching names to faces.  Because the teams involved in the mission were made up not 

only of scientists and engineers resident at JPL but also from other institutes, this scientist 

often did not know a particular person with whom he needed to collaborate.  He therefore 

employed the MERBoard as a way of looking up a name to find the face so he could find 

that person and start a face-to-face discussion, and even occasionally to figure out the 

name of someone whom he did not know.  This user described this emergent use of the 

MERBoard as one of the most useful features of the system, and even referred to it as the 

“personnel section” of the system.   

 This user found it frustrating that only about half of the people in the directory 

had photographs associated with their accounts, and was frustrated that very little effort 

was made either by the users or by the teams to make sure that photos were added.  He 

suggested that people might not have been sufficiently familiar with the process for 

adding a photo to their account, or not aware of the potential value of having a photo in 

the system, leading it to be a low priority for the users.  This scientist described this as 

MERBoard’s greatest “missed opportunity,” not only for finding someone efficiently, but 

also for awareness. Nevertheless, he repeatedly returned to the directory on the off-

chance that he could find someone when necessary.   

 This user did not make much use of the MERSpace on MERBoard for its original 

intentions.  He did not author documents or use the directory as a way of emailing 

materials to others in the workgroup.  He truly found the photographs to be the most 

useful feature of the MERSpace directory because he could easily look up someone’s 

email address in a database on his personal machine, but knew of no other way to access 

someone’s image.   

 Despite the fact that this user was the only participant who explicitly mentioned 

this use of the MERBoard, it is an interesting and unexpected use of the system that may 



have benefited other members of the workgroups had they thought to use it as such or 

been more aware of the existence of that resource.  This use of the MERBoard suggests 

its potential for supporting more general workgroup awareness outside of strict scientific 

tasks and activities. Given that many scientists in such missions may be collaborating 

with each other for the first time, MERBoard may have the potential offer social 

scaffolding in addition to the procedural scaffolding that tools such as SolTree offer. It is 

possible that the directory feature may be more beneficial for this purpose if it is made 

more immediately visible and more designed somewhat more explicitly as a community 

awareness tool; additional visibility might also encourage more users to attach images to 

their account if they find that the tool helps improve their own community awareness.  

Information such as that conveyed implicitly by this tool might be good candidates for 

additional passive display items.   

Remarks 

This analysis of the MERBoard by functionality indicates that part of the perception of 

“low use” of the system may be because of low levels of explicit interaction with the 

display.  While the MERBoard users did not make extensive use of the system for passive 

information display, the system was clearly holds potential for its combination of passive 

and interactive use.  Even the tools designed primarily for synchronous collaboration, 

such as SolTree, provided value in its passive state.  It may be worthwhile to consider 

how to allow users to migrate more fluidly between active and passive value, as well as 

to consider low-effort means of migrating content from laptops, repositories or other 

sources onto MERBoard for display.  Additionally, it may be useful to consider the types 

of information that people found most valuable for persistent display, such as data 

products and schedules, and consider ways of making more of this type of content 

available without requiring explicit user interaction.     

  
 

 


